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In april 2013 the time has finally come! After 5 years the second studio album
of Grey Room will be released under the title REASON. On this album the 4member band presents their grown musical range. Well-measured quieter
tones blend with heavy rock numbers. Furthermore a reinforced experimental
character can be felt on REASON. Musically matured and arrived at an
impressive level, they enter new paths and open up new horizons for their
listeners...........................................................................................
The album was recorded in September 2011 in the Atomino Studios / Erfurt,
led by Frithjof Rödel (Northern Lite, The World Domination) and Johannes
Bebensee (Suicide Samurai, Sojus3000). With their remarkable and
exceptional production style they gave a special note to numerous national and
international artists. Grey Room are holding fast to their principle, to release
their music under the free Creative Commons Licence. The album will be
available as a CD digipack and as a digital "Pay What You Want" download on
the
music
platform
Bandcamp.com.
Perfect opposites, and a balanced mix of male testosterone and female
hormones provide multi-faceted and creative frictions which give the music a
special touch. Since 2005, the band has been dedicated to rock music. The
grain, which comes with the backdrop of their rehearsal room in the Baracke 5
e.V. Ilmenau, is clearly moving into the songs..............................................
Grey Room is Constance Stein (vocals), Sebastian Becker (guitar, vocals),
Imke
Rühle
(drums,
vocals)
and
Robert
Hebel
(bass).
Started as students at the Technical University of Ilmenau, they are spread all
over Germany since 2011 and still remained faithful. Their pursuit of creating
even better music and to share their musical and compositional evolution
always leads them back to the place of origin. While their band weekends they
collectively satisfy their lust for loud music and the production of very special
sounds.
Constance Stein, living in Hamburg, is in charge of writing the lyrics and their
integration
into
musical
compositions.
Sebastian Becker, who is taking his journey either from Bonn or Erfurt to

Ilmenau chooses a appropriate guitar from his spectacular collection and
comes well equipped with new song ideas in the rehearsal room.
Imke Rühle, living in Berlin and notorious for her forceful arguments,
expresses
her
capital
impressions
on
the
drums.
Robert Hebel, the only one left in Ilmenau, holds the position at the bass and
demonstrates not only his talent as a bassist, but also provides the necessary
place
to
sleep
for
the
rest
of
the
band
members.
The musical start documents the "November Recordings", their first demo from
2005. A year later they produced their EP "Come And See Me Fail" and
released a video for the eponymous single. In the summer they recorded "Vote
For This Harmony / Vote For Disharmony" which was published in early 2008.
In between, they showed their potential as a live band at various gigs in
Hamburg,
Berlin,
Ilmenau
and
Schleiz.
By entering into the everyday work and related spatial separation, the
rehearsals had to be scaled back. This problem was solved by focused and
intense rehearsals for several days at a stretch, the so-called band weekends.
This compressed time portion and the newly derived influences from the
different cities, brought them together on a new creative level. A new layer
was created for experimentation and let innovation arise in their music.
Grey Room, a band that you must have heard.
Discography:
Grey Room – Reason (Full length, 2013)
Grey Room – Vote For This Harmony / Vote For Disharmony (Full length, 2008)
Various Artist – Lieder und Gesänge (Sampler, 2007)
Grey Room – Come And See Me Fail (EP, 2006)
Grey Room – The November Recordings (Demo, 2005)

